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Motion sensors are used in indoor spaces to control electric lighting. If no motion is detected, it is assumed that 
the space is empty, and thus does not need to be lit. Turning off the lights in such conditions helps in saving 
substantial amounts of energy. In lighting practice, occupancy sensors are sometime also called "Occupancy 
detectors" or "Presence detectors". Qlite offers wide range of sensors for lighting control either with passive 
infrared (PIR) or microwave technology, which can be selected based on required application.

Qlite Limited manufactures products that are safe, reliable and serviceable, which bring value to the customer. 
Our focus on product innovations, technology, reliability and quality has made us one of the market leaders in 
the area of Dimming & Lighting Controls with large numbers of systems installed worldwide.
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Principle

Detection area

Medium range
max 2 m in diameter and 3 m in height
min. 0.5m in diameter and 1 m in height.

Standard range 
max 10 m in diameter and 8 m in height
min. 2 m in diameter and 5 m in height.

Reinforced version 
max 16 m in diameter and 20 m in height
min. 6 m in diameter and 6 m in height.

Domestic version (rod anttena) 
max 20 m in diameter and 3 m in height
min. 5 m in diameter and 1 m in height. 
Detection area can be maually adjusted on the DIP switch.

Note: thick glass may reduce the detection area by 10-50%, do 
not put the sensor in a fixture with glass shade >5mm thick.

�ese motion sensors utilise Dopller and Radar technology to detect the motion of metal and liquid objects and give output 
signals to the application unit, such as alarms and lamps to achieve the target function.

Microwave motion sensor
• Activated by motion, ie, speed and size.
• Always functioning regardless of the background 

temperature.
• Completely enclosed inside fixtures, microwave detection 

penetrates non-metal objects (glass & plastic etc.).
• Stable performance and reliable in all climate.
• Dust-proof and smoke-proof.
• Long life-span; 100,000 hours.

Infrared motion sensor:
• Activated by infrared, ie, heat and light.
• Unable to function when background temperature reaches 35 c.
• Cannot penetrate plastic/glass shade, sensor-head and must

be mounted on the outside surface of fixture.
• Vulnerable to dust and smoke.
• Lens ages and reduces sensitivity.
• Short service time of 20,000 hours.

Product benefits:
• Tailor-made for automatic lighting intelligence applications.

• Totally enclosed in fixture, there is no need to keep the 
sensor head sticking out of the fixture thanks to microwaves 
which can penetrate any non-metalic objects.

• Extremely low transmission power, (<2mw, 2% of mobile 
phone)with RF wireless KEELOQ coding system, perfect 
for the renovation of old projects.

• Multi options on daylight threshold, hold time, stand-by 
brightness and the stand-by period of corridor functions. 

• With both 230v and 1-10v output interface for HID, LED 
and fluorescent lighting control.

• Working temperature: -35c-+70c. Suitable for outdoor 
applications.

Salient Features
Microwave motion sensors have certain benefits in compari-
son with the traditional infrared sensor.

Qlite offers 4 options of detection area, suitable for various applications.

Reinforced Version

Standard Version

Mini Compact Version

Medium Range

Other points:
1. For safety reasons, the sensor relay is designed to stay in the ON position in case of any failure of the sensor. �is ensures that 

there is still lighting in areas like corridors, stairwells etc. if the sensor fails to  operate.

2. �e sensor relay has a lifespan of  300,000 cycles at a rated max. load. (these 300,000 cycles are applicable for all models 
except the economy version and mini compact version, whose lifetime is 100,000 cycles at rated max. load). However if the 
actual load is below the rated max. then the actual lifespan will be easily prolonged by 2x, 5x, or even 10x.

Typical lighting applications:

�e sensor can be built into a totally enclosed lighting fixture, thanks to microwave technology. �e combination of this sensor 
and any ordinary 1-10v dimmable ballast can easily achieve fully automatic  intelligent lighting control. �is is Perfect to apply 
on public areas like corridors,  side walks, garages, warehouses and large office areas, to save every possible watt.

Sensor Dimmable LED driver
Sensor Dimmable LED driver

For linear T5, T8, TC-L lamps For compact TC-D, TC-T, TC-DD, and T5C lamps

For HID high-bay, low-bay and street lamps. For all types of LED lamps

Qlite has built-in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.
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3

OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

Corridor Function
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3. In dimming applications of fluorescent lamps, it is highly recommended  to burn-in the lamps for 100 hours before dimming. 
Or the lifetime of the lamp will be shortened, and the efficiency of the lamp will be also be affected.

4. Significant savings on electricity can be easily achieved with the employment of motion sensors. Qlite has formulated a 
calculation tool for customers to simulate how much energy can be saved, how much CO2 emissions can be reduced and how 
long the payback period is, when applying the sensors for retrofit in existing installations by changing over to dimmable 
systems or ultimately adopting our constant lux control daylight harvest system.

Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

220-240+10%, 50/60Hz, 120-277V, 50/60 Hz
200-1000w, Varies on different models
<1w
10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized
5s/30s/180s/300s/15min/25min, can be customized
2-500 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized
microwave motion detector
5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz
<2mw, 2% of a mobile phone.
1-20m, varies on different models.
30-1500 , varies on different models.
1-20km/h (<3m mounting height); 1-200km/h(>5m mounting height)
0.5-20m, , varies on different models.
-350C ˜ + 700c, varies on different models.
IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle
Microwave frequency
Microwave power
Detection range
Detection angle
Motion detection
Mounting height:
Operating temperature
IP rating:

220-240+10%, 50/60Hz, 120-277V+10%
QL SMW 01-400w; QL SMW 01A-800/1200W
0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)
10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized
5s/30s/180s/300s/15min/25min, can be customized
2-500 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized
microwave motion detector
5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz
<1mw
Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m
30-1500 
1-20km/h (<3m mounting height); 1-200km/h(>5m mounting height)
0.5-20m
-350C ˜ + 700c
IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data

Standard Version (QL SMW 01/01A)
Functions and options

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL SMW 01 (220-240v): 400w
QL SMW 01A (120-277v): 800w at 120v; 1200w at 277v.

Dimming function
�is dimming functions works with QLITE dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the control terminal on 
the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal is transmitted. 

QLITE  dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8, HID 
lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Switch on/off function
�e sensor can switch on/off  halogen transformers, non-dimmable fluorescent ballasts and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a limit on the  max. load, due to the in-rush current.

Recommendation

Recommendation

3

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight

Detection area
�e detection area can be reduced by selecting the combination on the DIP 
switches to fit precisely for each specific application.

Hold-time

Hold-time is the time period you would like to keep the lamp on at 100% after the 
person has left the detected area. 

Daylight sensor
�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow a function only below 
a defined brightness threshold. �is “brightness threshold delivers:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.

Dimming function with Qlite sensor dimmable ballast
�is dimming functions works with the Qlite dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the control terminal 
on the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out.

�e Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8, HID 
lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps.

Output function: 
With both the 1-10v output signal and the 220-240v  signal, it can switch on/off any lighting applications, and dim fluorescent 
lamps, HID lamps as well as LED lamps.

On/off function with non-dimmable ballast 
�e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a limit of  the max. load due to the in-rush current.

Advanced Version (QL SMW 02/02A)

Dimming function with ordinary 1-10v dimmable ballast
�is dimming functions works with any ordinary 1-10v analogue dimming ballast, including plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8,

and HID lamps.

Corridor Function
Qlite has built in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.

7

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL SMW 02 (220-240v): 800w
QL SMW 02A (120-277v): 800w at 120v; 1200w at 277v.

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL SMW 02 (220-240v): 800w
QL SMW 02A (120-277v): 800w at 120v; 1200w at 277v.

100%

1

100%

2

10%

3

OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

Detection Area
�e detection area can be reduced by selecting the combination on the 
DIP switches to fit precisely for each specific application.

Recommendation
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Recommendation
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Max. Load (inductive load)
QL SMW 02 (220-240v): 800w
QL SMW 02A (120-277v): 800w at 120v; 1200w at 277v.

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL SMW 02 (220-240v): 800w
QL SMW 02A (120-277v): 800w at 120v; 1200w at 277v.

100%

1

100%

2

10%

3

OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

Detection Area
�e detection area can be reduced by selecting the combination on the 
DIP switches to fit precisely for each specific application.

Recommendation



Stand-by dimming level
�is is the dimmed low light output level you would like to have 
after the hold-time in the absence of people.

5V

Output voltage Dimming level %

45-50%

4V

3V

2V

1.4V

35-40%

25-30%

15-20%

5-10%

Recommendation

Stand-by period (corridor function)
�is is the time period you would like to keep at the low light output level 
before it is completely switched off in the prolonged absence of people. 10min

40min

5min

20min

1h

Disable

Recommendation

Detachable Daylight Sensor
�e daylight threshold can be set on the potentiometer, from 2 lux up to 
2000 lux, to fit for any particular application. 2 lux 2000 lux

Recommendation

Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle
Microwave frequency
Microwave power
Detection range
Detection angle
Motion detection
Mounting height:
Operating temperature
IP rating:

220-240+10%, 50/60Hz, 120-277V+10%
QL SMW 02-800w; QL SMW O2A-800/120W
0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)
10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized
5s/30s/180s/300s/15min/25min, can be customized
2-2000 lux
microwave motion detector
5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz
<1mw
Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m
30-1500 , varies on different models.
1-20km/h (<3m mounting height); 1-200km/h(>5m mounting height)
0.5-100m
-350C ˜ + 700c, varies on different models.
IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data

Hold-Time
Hold-time means the time period you would like to keep the lamp on
100% after the person has left the detected area.

Attachable Version 
(QL SMW 03/03A)

Attach to metal fixture
*All features and technical details for this attachable
version are the same as the ‘Standard Version’ above.

�is sensor is for external installation attaching to the
outside of a fixture (alum. Louvres block and interfere with
microwave detection.)

Attach to junction box

9

Pushbutton

Knock-out Lock NutChase Nossle

QL SMW 03: 220-240V
QL SMW 03A: 120-277V



Attachable Version 
(QL SMW 03/03A)

Attach to metal fixture
*All features and technical details for this attachable
version are the same as the ‘Standard Version’ above.

�is sensor is for external installation attaching to the
outside of a fixture (alum. Louvres block and interfere with
microwave detection.)

Attach to junction box

9

Pushbutton

Knock-out Lock NutChase Nossle

QL SMW 03: 220-240V
QL SMW 03A: 120-277V



�is sensor has exactly the same function as the economy version. It is a simplified cost effective model and it is `designed for 
built-in compact lighting fixtures for consumer home lighting applications.

�e difference between this model and the standard model are:

010m
0

1

2

3

4

10m

10%

50%

100%

Domestic version

Domestic version
Working temp. -10 +60~
Detection range max. 3x20 m
Super compact size
30,000 service hour
Max. 400w inductive load

Standard version
Working temp. -35 +70~
Detection range max. 8x10m
Medium size
100,000 service hour
Max. 400w inductive load

Domestic Version (QL SMW 04/04A)

Functions and options

Switch on/off function

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 04 (220-240v): 400w  QL SMW 04A (120v): 200w

Dimming function
�is dimming functions work with QLITE dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to 
the control terminal on the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, 
T5, T8,HID lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Detection area
�e detection area (diameter) can be reduced by selecting 
the appropriate combination on the DIP switches to fit 
precisely for each specific application.

Daylight sensor

Hold-time
Hold-time means the time period you would like to 
keep the lamp on 100% after the person has left the 
detected area

20m

10m

2m

�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow a 
function only below a defined brightness threshold. �e 
“brightness thresholds are:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.

Recommendation

5min

1min

45s

3min

10s

50Lux

30Lux

10Lux

5Lux

Disable

Recommendation

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMQ04-220-240V ; QL SMQ04A-120V
QL SMQ04-400W ; QL SMQ04A-200W

0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)

10%/50%/100%, can be customized

10s/45s/1min/3min/5min, can be customized

5˜50 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized

microwave motion detector

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

30-1700 

1-20km/h (<3m mounting height)

0.5˜3m

-100C ˜ + 600c

IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data

�e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED 
drivers. However there is a maximum load limit due to the in-rush current.



�is sensor has exactly the same function as the economy version. It is a simplified cost effective model and it is `designed for 
built-in compact lighting fixtures for consumer home lighting applications.

�e difference between this model and the standard model are:
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3
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10%

50%

100%

Domestic version

Domestic version
Working temp. -10 +60~
Detection range max. 3x20 m
Super compact size
30,000 service hour
Max. 400w inductive load

Standard version
Working temp. -35 +70~
Detection range max. 8x10m
Medium size
100,000 service hour
Max. 400w inductive load

Domestic Version (QL SMW 04/04A)

Functions and options

Switch on/off function

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 04 (220-240v): 400w  QL SMW 04A (120v): 200w

Dimming function
�is dimming functions work with QLITE dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to 
the control terminal on the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, 
T5, T8,HID lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Detection area
�e detection area (diameter) can be reduced by selecting 
the appropriate combination on the DIP switches to fit 
precisely for each specific application.

Daylight sensor

Hold-time
Hold-time means the time period you would like to 
keep the lamp on 100% after the person has left the 
detected area

20m

10m

2m

�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow a 
function only below a defined brightness threshold. �e 
“brightness thresholds are:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.

Recommendation

5min

1min

45s

3min

10s

50Lux

30Lux

10Lux

5Lux

Disable

Recommendation

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMQ04-220-240V ; QL SMQ04A-120V
QL SMQ04-400W ; QL SMQ04A-200W

0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)

10%/50%/100%, can be customized

10s/45s/1min/3min/5min, can be customized

5˜50 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized

microwave motion detector

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

30-1700 

1-20km/h (<3m mounting height)

0.5˜3m

-100C ˜ + 600c

IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data

�e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED 
drivers. However there is a maximum load limit due to the in-rush current.



Economy Version (QL SMW 05/05A)

�is sensor has exactly the same function as the standard version. It is a simplified economy model and it is designed for 
built-in compact lighting fixtures for indoor application.

�e difference between this model and the standard model are:

Economy version
Working temp. -10 +60~
Detection range max. 5m.
Very compact size
50,000 service hour

Standard version
Working temp. -35 +70~
Detection range max. 10m
Medium size
100,000 service hour

Functions and options
Switch on/off function
�e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a limit of max. load due to the in-rush current.

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 05: 400w QL SMW 05/05A: 200w;

Detection area Hold-time

5s

3min

5min

30s

15min

20min

RecommendationRecommendation

�e detection area can be reduced by selecting the 
combination on the DIP switches to fit precisely for each 
specific application.

Hold-time means the time period you would like to 
keep the lamp on 100% after the person has left the 
detected area.

Dimming function

�is dimming functions work with Qlite dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the 
control terminal on the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

�e Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent  lamps, T5, 
T8,HID lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps.

Daylight sensor

2Lux

5Lux

20Lux

30Lux

Disable

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight

�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow 
a function only below a defined brightness threshold. 
�e  “brightness thresholds are:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in 
darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW 05-220-240V ; QL SMW 05A-120V

QL SMW 05-400W ; QL SMW 05A-200W

0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/180s/300s/15min/25min, can be customized

2-500 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized

microwave motion detector

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

30-1500 

1-20km/h (<3m mounting height); 1-200km/h(>5m mounting height)

0.5˜5m

-100C ˜ + 600c

IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data



Economy Version (QL SMW 05/05A)

�is sensor has exactly the same function as the standard version. It is a simplified economy model and it is designed for 
built-in compact lighting fixtures for indoor application.

�e difference between this model and the standard model are:

Economy version
Working temp. -10 +60~
Detection range max. 5m.
Very compact size
50,000 service hour

Standard version
Working temp. -35 +70~
Detection range max. 10m
Medium size
100,000 service hour

Functions and options
Switch on/off function
�e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a limit of max. load due to the in-rush current.

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 05: 400w QL SMW 05/05A: 200w;

Detection area Hold-time

5s

3min

5min

30s

15min

20min

RecommendationRecommendation

�e detection area can be reduced by selecting the 
combination on the DIP switches to fit precisely for each 
specific application.

Hold-time means the time period you would like to 
keep the lamp on 100% after the person has left the 
detected area.

Dimming function

�is dimming functions work with Qlite dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the 
control terminal on the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

�e Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent  lamps, T5, 
T8,HID lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps.

Daylight sensor

2Lux

5Lux

20Lux

30Lux

Disable

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight

�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow 
a function only below a defined brightness threshold. 
�e  “brightness thresholds are:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in 
darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW 05-220-240V ; QL SMW 05A-120V

QL SMW 05-400W ; QL SMW 05A-200W

0.6w (standby), 1.2w (operation)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/180s/300s/15min/25min, can be customized

2-500 lux, daylight / twilight / darkness, can be customized

microwave motion detector

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

30-1500 

1-20km/h (<3m mounting height); 1-200km/h(>5m mounting height)

0.5˜5m

-100C ˜ + 600c

IP 20 (mounting inside a lamp); IP 65 (mounting in special box)

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data



RF Communication Version (QL SMW 06/06A)
(RF transceiver ) 

With both 1-10v output signal and 220-240v signal, it can switch on/off any lighting applications, and dim fluorescent lamps,
HID lamps as well as LED lamps. 

Output function: 
 is is a combination of motion sensor and RF radio wave wireless transmission.  e motion at 1 sensor (the master unit) can 
be passed onto other pre-defined individual units (the slave units) though RF transmission. Up to 15 units can be programed 
and grouped by means of teach-and-learn method. With KEELOQ coding technology, 1 master can trigger a max. 15 slaves at 
the same time, and  slave can respond to up to 15 masters respectively. 

On/off function with non-dimmable ballast
 e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer,non dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a load limit due to the in-rush current.

Dimming function with Qlite dimmable ballast
 is dimming functions works with Qlite dimmable ballast only.  e output signal is connected to the control terminal on 
the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

 e Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8, HID 
lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Dimming function with ordinary 1-10v dimmable ballast
 is dimming functions works with any ordinary 1-10v analogue dimming ballast, including plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, 
T8, and HID lamps.

Qlite has built in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.

100%

1

100%

2

10%

3

OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

Corridor function

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 06 (220-240v): 800w  QL SMW 06A (120v): 1200w at 277v

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 06 800w  QL SMW 06A : 800w at 120v;  1200w at 277v.

10min

30min

1min

1h

Disable

c) Detection range: (100% /75% /50% /30% /10%)

a) Daylight sensor threshold      : 2 - 2000 Lux) 

d) Standby time:             (disable/1h/30min/10min/1min)
e) Standby dimming level:           (1-10v DC signal 5V /4V /3V/ 2V/ 1.4V)

10%

Detection area, motion hold time, daylight threshold, 
stand-by period, and stand-by brightness can all be 
precisely setup on the DIP switches.

Sensor setup

b) Motion hold time: (5s/30s/1min /5min /10min)

2 lux 2000 lux

20min

5V

1-10V DC signal Brightness

45-50%

4V

3V

2V

1.4V

35-40%

25-30%

15-20%

5-10%

10%

�e motion signal from 1 sensor (the master sensor) can be transmitted to and trigger on other sensors (the slave unit) by 
RF transmission. �is wireless radio wave transmission can reach 50 meters in an open area.

RF transmission: 

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

1 2
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10%

100%

Off

Off

100%

100%

Off

10%

100%

10%

100%

10%

10%

100%

100%

Off

�is motion detection in combination with RF feature is an 
ideal choice for automatic lighting applications in the stairwell- 
when the first sensor detects motion, it passes on the signal to 
other members in the group by RF transmission and receiving. 
So that the lighting ahead can be switched on to 10-50% 
stand-by status.

In this application:
detection area-100%
motion holdtime-30s
daylight threashold- 50 lux
stand-by brightness-10%
stand-by period-60s.

Dimmable ballast- 1-10v ballast, or
  dimmable ballast.

Typical application

15



RF Communication Version (QL SMW 06/06A)
(RF transceiver ) 

With both 1-10v output signal and 220-240v signal, it can switch on/off any lighting applications, and dim fluorescent lamps,
HID lamps as well as LED lamps. 

Output function: 
 is is a combination of motion sensor and RF radio wave wireless transmission.  e motion at 1 sensor (the master unit) can 
be passed onto other pre-defined individual units (the slave units) though RF transmission. Up to 15 units can be programed 
and grouped by means of teach-and-learn method. With KEELOQ coding technology, 1 master can trigger a max. 15 slaves at 
the same time, and  slave can respond to up to 15 masters respectively. 

On/off function with non-dimmable ballast
 e sensor can switch on/off halogen transformer,non dimmable fluorescent ballast and non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However there is a load limit due to the in-rush current.

Dimming function with Qlite dimmable ballast
 is dimming functions works with Qlite dimmable ballast only.  e output signal is connected to the control terminal on 
the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal passes out. 

 e Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8, HID 
lamps as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Dimming function with ordinary 1-10v dimmable ballast
 is dimming functions works with any ordinary 1-10v analogue dimming ballast, including plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, 
T8, and HID lamps.

Qlite has built in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.

100%

1

100%

2

10%

3

OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

Corridor function

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 06 (220-240v): 800w  QL SMW 06A (120v): 1200w at 277v

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 06 800w  QL SMW 06A : 800w at 120v;  1200w at 277v.

10min

30min

1min

1h

Disable

c) Detection range: (100% /75% /50% /30% /10%)

a) Daylight sensor threshold      : 2 - 2000 Lux) 

d) Standby time:             (disable/1h/30min/10min/1min)
e) Standby dimming level:           (1-10v DC signal 5V /4V /3V/ 2V/ 1.4V)

10%

Detection area, motion hold time, daylight threshold, 
stand-by period, and stand-by brightness can all be 
precisely setup on the DIP switches.

Sensor setup

b) Motion hold time: (5s/30s/1min /5min /10min)

2 lux 2000 lux

20min

5V

1-10V DC signal Brightness

45-50%

4V

3V

2V

1.4V

35-40%

25-30%

15-20%

5-10%

10%

�e motion signal from 1 sensor (the master sensor) can be transmitted to and trigger on other sensors (the slave unit) by 
RF transmission. �is wireless radio wave transmission can reach 50 meters in an open area.

RF transmission: 

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

1 2

34

10%

100%

Off

Off

100%

100%

Off

10%

100%

10%

100%

10%

10%

100%

100%

Off

�is motion detection in combination with RF feature is an 
ideal choice for automatic lighting applications in the stairwell- 
when the first sensor detects motion, it passes on the signal to 
other members in the group by RF transmission and receiving. 
So that the lighting ahead can be switched on to 10-50% 
stand-by status.

In this application:
detection area-100%
motion holdtime-30s
daylight threashold- 50 lux
stand-by brightness-10%
stand-by period-60s.

Dimmable ballast- 1-10v ballast, or
  dimmable ballast.

Typical application
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW 06 /RF-220-240v ; QL SMW 06A /RF-120-277v.

QL SMW 06 /RF-800w ; QL SMW 06A /RF-800w/120v, 1200W/277v.

Keeloq rolling code (tech/learn/reset/memory)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/1min/5min/10min, can be customized

2-2000 lux

15 channels for grouping

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

10-1500 

50 meters in open area

0.5˜5m

-200C ˜ + 700c

433 MHz

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data
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Motion sensor in combination with 
RF wireless communication (QL SMW 07/07A)

1. QL SMW 07+QL S1RF to have on/off function with non-dimmable ballast
QL SMW 07/07A can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast,non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However, there is a limit of max. load due to the in-rush current.

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL S1RF  200w@100v; 400w @ 230v; 500w @ 277v; 

2. QL SMW 07+QL S2RF, to have dimming function with Qlite dimmable ballast
�is dimming functions works with the Qlite dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the control terminal on 
the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal is transmitted. 

Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8,HID lamps 
as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL S2RF 
400w@100v; 800w @ 230v; 1000w @ 277v; 

With both 1-10v output signal and 220-240v signal, it can switch on/off any lighting applications, and dim fluorescent lamps,
HID lamps as well as LED lamps. 

Following are the main products:

a) QL-SMW07: Motion sensor with built-in RF Transmitter.
b) QL-S1RF: Economy RF Receiver (ON/OFF) Function.
c) QL-S2-RF: Advanced RF Receiver (ON/OFF) & S-10V output.

Output function: 
�is is a combination of motion sensor and RF radio wave wireless transmission. �e motion at 1 sensor (the master unit) can 
be passed onto other pre-defined individuals (the slave units) though RF transmission. Up to 15 units can be programed and 
grouped by means of the teach-and-learn method. With KEELOQ coding technology, 1 master can triger a max. 15 slaves at 
the same time, and 1 slave can respond up to 15 masters respectively. 

3. QL SMW 07+QL S2RF, to have dimming function with any 1-10v dimmable ballast
�is receiver is provided with 1-10v analogue dimming interface for any 1-10v dimmable ballast and control gears.

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL S2RF
400w@100v; 800w @ 230v; 1000w @ 277v; 

Qlite has built in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.
Corridor function

100% 100%

21

10% OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

3



Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

Sensor principle

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW 06 /RF-220-240v ; QL SMW 06A /RF-120-277v.

QL SMW 06 /RF-800w ; QL SMW 06A /RF-800w/120v, 1200W/277v.

Keeloq rolling code (tech/learn/reset/memory)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/1min/5min/10min, can be customized

2-2000 lux

15 channels for grouping

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

10-1500 

50 meters in open area

0.5˜5m

-200C ˜ + 700c

433 MHz

Hold time

Standby power:

Technical Data
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Motion sensor in combination with 
RF wireless communication (QL SMW 07/07A)

1. QL SMW 07+QL S1RF to have on/off function with non-dimmable ballast
QL SMW 07/07A can switch on/off halogen transformer, non-dimmable fluorescent ballast,non-dimmable LED drivers. 
However, there is a limit of max. load due to the in-rush current.

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL S1RF  200w@100v; 400w @ 230v; 500w @ 277v; 

2. QL SMW 07+QL S2RF, to have dimming function with Qlite dimmable ballast
�is dimming functions works with the Qlite dimmable ballast only. �e output signal is connected to the control terminal on 
the ballast, which switches on the light at 100%, and dims to 10% when the signal is transmitted. 

Qlite dimmable ballast has a wide coverage on various models and wattages of plug-in fluorescent lamps, T5, T8,HID lamps 
as well as all constant current LED lamps. 

Max. Load (inductive load)
QL S2RF 
400w@100v; 800w @ 230v; 1000w @ 277v; 

With both 1-10v output signal and 220-240v signal, it can switch on/off any lighting applications, and dim fluorescent lamps,
HID lamps as well as LED lamps. 

Following are the main products:

a) QL-SMW07: Motion sensor with built-in RF Transmitter.
b) QL-S1RF: Economy RF Receiver (ON/OFF) Function.
c) QL-S2-RF: Advanced RF Receiver (ON/OFF) & S-10V output.

Output function: 
�is is a combination of motion sensor and RF radio wave wireless transmission. �e motion at 1 sensor (the master unit) can 
be passed onto other pre-defined individuals (the slave units) though RF transmission. Up to 15 units can be programed and 
grouped by means of the teach-and-learn method. With KEELOQ coding technology, 1 master can triger a max. 15 slaves at 
the same time, and 1 slave can respond up to 15 masters respectively. 

3. QL SMW 07+QL S2RF, to have dimming function with any 1-10v dimmable ballast
�is receiver is provided with 1-10v analogue dimming interface for any 1-10v dimmable ballast and control gears.

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL S2RF
400w@100v; 800w @ 230v; 1000w @ 277v; 

Qlite has built in the corridor function inside the motion sensor.
Corridor function

100% 100%

21

10% OFF

4

Movement of people activates the lamp. Lamp is still on at 100% during the hold time.

Lamp is switched off after the stand-by periodLamp is dimmed to 10% after hold time, system goes
to stand-by period

3
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10%

100%

Off

Off

100%

100%

Off

10%

100%

10%

100%

10%

10%

100%

100%

Off

�is motion detection in combination with the RF feature 
is an ideal choice for automatic lighting applications in the 
stairwell. When the first sensor detects motion, it passes 
on the signal to other members in the group by RF 
transmission and receiving, so that the lighting ahead can 
be switched on to 10-50% stand-by status.

In this application:

detection area-100%
motion holdtime-30s
daylight threashold- 50 lux
stand-by brightness-10%
stand-by period-60s.

Dimmable ballast-1-10v ballast, or dimmable ballast.

Typical application

2004/108/EC

ETSI EN 300 440-2

ETSI EN 300 440-1

EN 50371

EN 60669-2-1 + EN 60669-1(EMP)

ETSI EN 300 220-2 V2.1.2(2007-06)

ETSI EN 300 220-1 V2.1.1(2006-04)

ETSI EN 301 489-3 V1.4.1(2002-08)

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.8.1(2008-04)

Compliance and Marketing

1919

Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

RF. Communication Channels

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW07/RF-220-240v ; QL SMW07/A /RF-120-277v.

QL SMW07 /RF-800w ; QL SMW07/A /RF-800w/120v, 1200W/277v.

Keeloq rolling code (tech/learn/reset/memory)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/1min/5min/10min, can be customized

2-2000 lux

15 channels for grouping

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

10-1500 

50 meters in open area

0.5˜10m

-200C ˜ + 700c

433 MHz

Hold time

Coding

Technical Data

�e motion signal from 1 sensor (the master sensor) can be transmitted to and trigger other sensors 
(the slave unit) by RF transmission. �is wireless radio wave transmission can reach 50 meters in an open area with internal 
RF antenna. If extremely long transmitting distance is required, the external RF antenna can be plugged in the socket and 
increase the transmitting distance up to 200m in open area. 

RF transmission: 

5V

1-10V DC signal Brightness

45-50%

4V

3V

2V

1.4V

35-40%

25-30%

15-20%

5-10%

10%

Detection area
Detection area can be reduced by selecting the combination 
on the DIP switches to fit precisely for each specific 
application

Hold-time
Hold-time means the time period you would like to keep the 
lamp on 100% after the person has left the detected area.

10s

1min

5min

30s

10min

20min

Daylight sensor

Configuration details (QL SMW 07)

Configuration details (QL S2RF)

�e sensor contains a daylight sensor in order to allow a 
function only below a defined brightness threshold. 
�e “brightness thresholds are:-

”daylight” : �e lamp works always, even during daylight.

“twilight” : �e lamp works only in twilight and in 
darkness.

“darkness” : �e lamp works only in darkness.

Recommendation

Recommendation

Recommendation

10min

30min

1min

1h

Disable

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight

1

30

50

Recommendation

**Disabled** Means sensor is always working, even in bright daylight

d) Stand-by time:  (disable/1h/30min/10min/1min)

e) Stand-by dimming level:               (1-10v DC signal 5V /4V /3V/ 2V/ 1.4V)10%

1
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10%

100%

Off

Off

100%

100%

Off

10%

100%

10%

100%

10%

10%

100%

100%

Off

�is motion detection in combination with the RF feature 
is an ideal choice for automatic lighting applications in the 
stairwell. When the first sensor detects motion, it passes 
on the signal to other members in the group by RF 
transmission and receiving, so that the lighting ahead can 
be switched on to 10-50% stand-by status.

In this application:

detection area-100%
motion holdtime-30s
daylight threashold- 50 lux
stand-by brightness-10%
stand-by period-60s.

Dimmable ballast-1-10v ballast, or dimmable ballast.

Typical application

2004/108/EC

ETSI EN 300 440-2

ETSI EN 300 440-1

EN 50371

EN 60669-2-1 + EN 60669-1(EMP)

ETSI EN 300 220-2 V2.1.2(2007-06)

ETSI EN 300 220-1 V2.1.1(2006-04)

ETSI EN 301 489-3 V1.4.1(2002-08)

ETSI EN 301 489-1 V1.8.1(2008-04)

Compliance and Marketing
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Daylight threshold

Detection area

Operating voltage

Switched power:

RF. Communication Channels

Microwave frequency

Microwave power

Detection range

Detection angle

Motion detection

Mounting height:

Operating temperature

IP rating:

QL SMW07/RF-220-240v ; QL SMW07/A /RF-120-277v.

QL SMW07 /RF-800w ; QL SMW07/A /RF-800w/120v, 1200W/277v.

Keeloq rolling code (tech/learn/reset/memory)

10 / 30 / 50 / 75 / 100%, can be customized

5s/30s/1min/5min/10min, can be customized

2-2000 lux

15 channels for grouping

5.8 GHz +/- 75 MHz

<1mw

Max. (ø x H): 8m x 10m

10-1500 

50 meters in open area

0.5˜10m

-200C ˜ + 700c

433 MHz

Hold time

Coding

Technical Data



Examples of application suited to Sensor 
lighting with multiple masters

In many buildings there is a need in corridors and under cover garages 
to trigger a master luminary with connected slave luminaries from 
more than one direction. 

For example, in a basement corridor in a high rise apartment building, 
there are several exits/entrances from the corridor to the garage. �e 
installation should work in such a way that the master luminary (with 
sensor) near either the entrance/exit to the garage or to the 
entrance/exit to the elevators (stair wells to the apartments) should 
trigger the luminaries in the group to light up the way from or to the 
garage.

Each one of the Master luminaries (containing the sensor) should be 
able to trigger the whole installation whether it`s an on/off or a 
dimmable installation.

Absence Detection Version (QL SMW 101/102/103)

�is model basically has the same technical specification as the standard version, but is designed for two special applications:
absence detection and switch on/off the application unit which is in a separate power supply system.

P1 P2 P3Absence detection (QL SMW 101)
Connecting the application unit to P3 and P2, the unit is on 
when there is no motion detected; and goes off when there 
is motion detected.

Connecting the application unit to P1 and P2, the unit 
is off when there is no motion detected; and switches 
on when there is motion detected.

Model 

QL SMW 102 : 220-240V
QL SMW 103 : 120V

Voltage free sensor (QL SMW 102/103)

Max. 240w / 10A 

(volt-free motion sensor) 

Max. Load (inductive load)

QL SMW 102 - 1300W/6A; QLS MW 103-700W/6A
400w@100v; 800w @ 230v; 1000w @ 277v; 

For detailed configuration, please refer to standard version.

�is sensor does not give power supply output, it has a separate relay to switch on/off the circuit in the application unit. �is 
feature is perfect for applications where the sensor and the application unit is not in the same power supply system, which is 
very common in industrial installations.

�e Ultimate Solution
�e ultimate energy saving solution is to combine daylight sensor, motion detector/presence detector and dimmable 
ballast to keep the target area at a fixed lux value during the presence of people. In this system:

1. Natural daylight is measured and counted as the base of illuminance at the target area, while artificial light is a 
compensation when natural daylight is below the target lux value.

2. Motion/presence dection is employed, to switch on the artificial light when human presence is detected, and 
switch off, or dim the artificial light to a minimum stand-by brightness when absence is detected.

3. Corridor function is built-in the motion sensor, to switch the light off when there is no human presence for a 
specified period of time.

4. Target lux values can be precisely defined by the DIP switches on the lux controller.

Lux Controller

Daylight sensor

�is constant lux controller measures and counts the illuminance at the target area through the detachable daylight 
sensor, and calculates the compensation needed against the total target lux. �e amount of compensation is then 
translated into the level of 1-10v output to the dimmable ballast, which will accordingly produce the required artificial 
light to keep the target area at the target lux.

�e target constant lux value can be precisely defined by the DIP switches, with a wide option of 5-1000 lux. 
(and Can be customized). �e detachable daylight sensor, switches off the power supply automatically when the 
natural daylight is higher than the target lux value, and switches on again when the natural daylight is below the target 
lux value. With the above feature, the sensor is perfect for automatic light management systems in office, studio, 
meeting room, and outdoor advertising lighting, etc.

�e common photo-cell in the market measures the lux of the surrounding air, not the true lux on the desk surface. 
�is worldwide patented daylight sensor measures the real lux on the target surface and converts the lux value to 1-10v 
output signal thanks to our innovative design, based on extensive research and development. �is unique daylight 
sensor can read as far as 20 meters. �is unique feature makes it perfectly suitable for office as well as high ceiling 
environments like warehouses. �e coverage area varies with different mounting heights from office installations of 
1.2m - 3m mounting height, to Parking/Warehouse installations of (5m - 20m mounting height).

Fine-tuning

A fine-turning of +20% is available by adjusting the scale on the daylight sensor head. 

(Note: the numbers +1, -1, +2, -2... means the degree of the adjustment, not the exact lux value).
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Constant Lux Control System (Daylight harvest system)
Right time, right place, and the right amount of light! �is is what you get in this constant lux control system. 
�e combination and calibration of microwave motion sensor, daylight sensor and lux control unit makes it the 
ultimate energy saving, dynamic automated lighting control.

12:00AM, daylight reaches
300 lux, system shuts down.

8:0.0AM, Tom to office,
lamp on 100%, table lux 300.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

8:05AM, curtain opened,
natural light gets in, lamp on
60%, table lux 300.

9:00AM, Tom out for coffee,
lamp on 10% during the
short absence.

9:00AM, Tom returns,
lamp on 50% (daylight is getting
stronger), table lux 300.

4:30PM, sunset, daylight
below 300 lux, system
re-activated, lamp on 30%

6:00PM, Tom leaves office,
system in stand-by mode,
lamp on 10%. (Corridor function!!!)

6:15PM, stand-by time out,
system shuts down.

(bright out!!!)



Disclaimer:  Our R & D team works towards continuous improvement in product designs and features. Please check with us for the latest information pertaining to this catalog.

(QL SMW 101/102/103)

e ultimate energy saving solution is to combine daylight sensor, motion detector/presence detector and dimmable 
ballast to keep the target area at a fixed lux value during the presence of people. In this system:

1. Natural daylight is measured and counted as the base of illuminance at the target area, while artificial light is a 
compensation when natural daylight is below the target lux value.

2. Motion/presence dection is employed, to switch on the artificial light when human presence is detected, and 
switch off, or dim the artificial light to a minimum stand-by brightness when absence is detected.

3. Corridor function is built-in the motion sensor, to switch the light off when there is no human presence for a 
specified period of time.

4. Target lux values can be precisely defined by the DIP switches on the lux controller.

Lux Controller

Daylight sensor

s constant lux controller measures and counts the illuminance at the target area through the detachable daylight 
sensor, and calculates the compensation needed against the total target lux. e amount of compensation is then 
translated into the level of 1-10v output to the dimmable ballast, which will accordingly produce the required artificial 
light to keep the target area at the target lux.

e target constant lux value can be precisely defined by the DIP switches, with a wide option of 5-1000 lux. 
(and Can be customized). e detachable daylight sensor, switches off the power supply automatically when the 
natural daylight is higher than the target lux value, and switches on again when the natural daylight is below the target 
lux value. With the above feature, the sensor is perfect for automatic light management systems in office, studio, 
meeting room, and outdoor advertising lighting, etc.

e common photo-cell in the market measures the lux of the surrounding air, not the true lux on the desk surface. 
s worldwide patented daylight sensor measures the real lux on the target surface and converts the lux value to 1-10v 

output signal thanks to our innovative design, based on extensive research and development. s unique daylight 
sensor can read as far as 20 meters. is unique feature makes it perfectly suitable for office as well as high ceiling 
environments like warehouses. e coverage area varies with different mounting heights from office installations of 
1.2m - 3m mounting height, to Parking/Warehouse installations of (5m - 20m mounting height).

Fine-tuning

A fine-turning of +20% is available by adjusting the scale on the daylight sensor head. 

(Note: the numbers +1, -1, +2, -2... means the degree of the adjustment, not the exact lux value).
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Constant Lux Control System (Daylight harvest system)
Right time, right place, and the right amount of light is is what you get in this constant lux control system. 

e combination and calibration of microwave motion sensor, daylight sensor and lux control unit makes it the 
ultimate energy saving, dynamic automated lighting control.

12:00AM, daylight reaches
300 lux, system shuts down.

8:0.0AM, Tom to office,
lamp on 100%, table lux 300.
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5 6 7 8

8:05AM, curtain opened,
natural light gets in, lamp on
60%, table lux 300.

9:00AM, Tom out for coffee,
lamp on 10% during the
short absence.

9:00AM, Tom returns,
lamp on 50% (daylight is getting
stronger), table lux 300.

4:30PM, sunset, daylight
below 300 lux, system
re-activated, lamp on 30%

6:00PM, Tom leaves office,
system in stand-by mode,
lamp on 10%. (Corridor function!!!)

6:15PM, stand-by time out,
system shuts down.

(bright out!!!)



www.qliteglobal.com

EUROPE HEADQUARTERS: 
Qlite Limited
Unit 4, Severnlink, 
Newhouse Farm Industrial Estate
Chepstow, NP16 6UN,
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1600 772297
Fax: +44 (0) 1600 551197
Email: sales@qliteglobal.com

ASIA PACIFIC HEADQUARTERS: 
Qlite Electronics Controls P. Limited
Office 539-540, Tower B3, 
Spaze I Tech Park, Spaze Tower, 
Sohna Road, Gurgaon, Haryana, India
Tel : +91 124 4264701 - 08
Email: indiasales@qliteglobal.com

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
HEADQUARTERS:
Qlite (FZC)
P.O. Box 120768, 
Sharjah Airport International Free (SAIF) 
Zone, Sharjah, UAE
Tel/Fax: +971 6 5579 618
Email: sales_uae@qliteglobal.com
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